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§1. Introduction

In [8] M. Ohtsuka obtained a necessary and sufficient condition for a sym-
metric generalized Cantor set to be of zero α-(or logarithmic-) capacity. In the
non-linear potential theory the Bessel capacity of Cantor sets of special type was
estimated in Maz'ya and Khavin [6]. In order to explain their results, let us

recall the definitions of Bessel capacity and symmetric generalized Cantor sets.

Let gΛ = gΛ(x) be the Bessel kernel of order α, 0<α< oo, on the n-dimensional
Euclidean space Rn (n^l), whose Fourier transform is (l + |ξ|2)~α/2. The Bessel
capacity Bap is defined as follows: For a set

the infimum being taken over all f unctions /eLJ such that

0α*/(x)^l for all xeA.

We shall always assume that l<p<oo and

Let {kj}°j>

=ί be a sequence of integers and {^ }7=o be a sequence of positive
numbers such that kj ^ 2 and kj + 1ΰj+ί< Άj (j ^ 0). Let δj+1= (f, -kj+ί Άj + x)/
(kj+i-l) O' = 0, 1,...). Let / be a closed interval of length U0 in Rl. In the
first step, we remove from / (kγ - 1) open intervals each of the same length δί so
that fct closed intervals /[1} (i = l,..., kj each of length £l remain. Set E™ =

W ϊ i i / i ^ Next in the second step, we remove from each /[1} (k2 — 1) open
intervals each of the same length δ2 so that k2 closed intervals /[2] (j = l,..., fc2)

each of length U2 remain. We set £(2) = Wf4ι W*iι/ίf). We continue this
process and obtain £<•», 7^!. We define E = Γ\J=ιE(

n

J\ where the set E(

n

j) =

E^x ••• x £<•» is the product set of n £^'>'s in Rn. We call the set E the n-

dimensional symmetric generalized Cantor set constructed by the system [{fc/}y=1,

{̂ }y.o].
The Cantor set E considered by Maz'ya and Khavin [6] is the one con-

structed as above with kj = 2 for al l j^l. For such a Cantor set E, they proved

the following theorem.

THEOREM A. // αp < n, then
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BΛ>p(E) = 0 is equivalent to Σ?=ι 2-JHHι>-»£(f '-*»<'-» = oo

and if ap = n, then

BΛtp(E) = 0 is equivalent to ΣyLi 2- >"/<*-1>(-lpg tj) = oo.

In this paper we obtain upper and lower estimates for the Bessel capacity of

symmetric generalized Cantor sets. Namely, we shall prove

THEOREM. Let E be the n-dίmensional symmetric generalized Cantor set

constructed by the system [{&/}£=!, {f/}yL0] wiίft £0^l. Ifap<n, then

^ BΛ>p(E) ^

and i f a p = n, then

^ βα,p(E) g

number C (^ 1) depends only on n, p and α.

In case p = 2, this theorem is a refinement of Ohtsuka's result in [8]. Clearly,
Theorem A is a corollary of this theorem.

As an application of our estimates we construct a set which belongs to the

(j8, g)-fine topology τβtq but not to the (α, p)-fine topology τatp9 provided either

Q<βq<ap<n or Q<βq = ap<n and q>p or 0<βg<oφ = n or βq = (xp = n and
q>p (Inclusion relations among these fine topologies have been obtained in
[3, Theorem B]).

Throughout this paper the symbol C stands for a constant ^1, whose value

may vary from a line to the next.

§ 2. The upper estimate

In this section we obtain the upper estimate. In the sequel, for simplicity,

let a = l/(p — 1) and d = n — up. We use the following theorem obtained by

Maz'ya and Khavin.

THEOREM B ([6; Theorem 7.3]). Let A be a Borel set in Rn with diameter

^n1/2 and for r>0, let ja/(r) be the minimum number of closed balls with

radii ^r which cover A. Then

where C depends only on n, p and α.
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Now, let A = E. Then j^(r)^(/c1 /c/+1)
π for tj+ί^r<tj (7 = 0, 1,...),

where tj = n1f2-βj/29 because E(

n

j+l} can be covered by (kί kj +1)
n closed balls

with radii tj+ί.

In the case where OΦ<H, by Theorem B we obtain

ί C*j ) i-pD / J7\ ^ / ^ J V o o l X J - ^ ^ ^ - 4 * 1
BΛ,p(Z) ^ ^lΣj=o

< Γ7V00 (If -"k \-anifl-ad_fl-ad\\\-p
= ^\2^j=0\κl κj+ί) \*>j+l *j )S -

Since kj +ί£j+ί< ΰj and kj + 1 ̂  2, we have

/'-αd /7-αd > f~ - l/>-αd
^7+1 ~~ ^j = ^ ^ j+l>

which implies

βα>p(£) ^ C{Σ?=ι(/Cι fc;)-«^7fld}1~P

In the case where αp = n, by simple modification of the above proof we obtain

5β,p(£)^C{Σ?=ι(fcι-kj)-β"(-log^)}1^.

Thus the estimate from the above is proved.

§3. The lower estimate

To obtain the lower estimate, we may assume that Σ*=ι (ki'"kj)~an£~jad<co

for αp<H and Σj^i (/c1 /cj)~αn(-log ̂ )<°° for oφ = n. For a Borel set A
in Rn, we consider another capacity βα)p defined by

where the supremum is taken over all non-negative measures v such that v(R"\>l)

= 0 and \ PF*p(x)dv(x)<Ξl. Here B(x, r) denotes the open ball with center at x

and radius r and

Then it follows from [4; Theorem 1] (and also see [1] and [2]) that there exists

a positive number C ( ̂  1) such that

(1) C-'fif^) g B^A) g Cδ>>pG4)

for every Boral set

The following lemma can be proved by using Fatou's lemma and [5; Intro-

duction, Corollary 1 of Lemma 0.1].
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LEMMA. If non-negative measures μ7 converge vaguely to μ as j'- +oo, then

for every xeRn

timin

Let μj = (ki ~kj)~n£~jnχ^dx on Rn for 7 = 1, 2,..., where χA denotes the

characteristic function of A and dx means the n-dimensional Lebesgue measure.

Then μ/#π) = 1 and for x e E(

n

j) we obtain

7nrn, 0 < r ^ £ , ,
(2) μ/B(x, r)) g

where rq>s = sΰq + (s-V)δq9 since for ^>s^r<rβfS+1 (l^s^kq-l and l^^fgj),
the number of cubes composing the set E(

n

jΊ which meet B(x, r) is at most (6s)n x

(W *y)"
First, we assume αp < n and estimate FFJ^ on £. For x e £, we write W%JP(X)

as follows :

By virtue of (2) we have

For /2, if s = 1, then by (2)

q q

If 2^s^/c9-l, then again by using (2) we have

because
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1 - (rjr^^o g 1 - (1-1/s)-' ί C/s

q qfor s^2. Since rqιS>2~1s(£q+δq) for s^2,

ί-i (fci-fc,)-"(^+^-" Σ^I1 s""-1}
7 (k . . . I f \~anfl-ad i V •* Γt . . . A - Λ-αn^-αd\
β = l V I C l Kq) Vq ^ 2*q=l\Kl Kq-l) # q-lf >

because Σί^J1 s*a*~l^Ck*q

a* and β<l-l<kq(eq + δq). Thus

/2 ^ c{ vd + Σi=ι (feι-fcβr
β" Vd>

For 73, since μ/JR") = l, we have

/3 ^ C^oαd

Thus we obtain

(3) WΪ'P(X) ^ C{£ϊ« + Σ?=ι (fcι-fe€rβ" V->

for every x e E. Note that by our assumption the right side of (3) is convergent.
From the sequence {μ, } we can extract a subsequence which converges vaguely
to some measure μ with support in E and μ(Rn)=l. Hence by the Lemma

(4) W^p(x) ^ Wd + Σy-i (ki-kj)-"£r'}

for every xeE. Since ( W%p(x)d(cμ)(x) = caP ( W^p(x)dμ(x) for c>0, it follows

from (4) that

Thus on account of (1) we obtain the desired lower estimate in case ap<n.
Next, we assume that αp = n. We slightly modify the above estimate of

as follows : For x e E

(5) ^ίP(x)

Since 2£q + δq££0£l and log(rβfI+1/r ί f i)^log(l + 2/s)^2/s for s^2, the
second term on the right side of (5) is dominated by

c Σί-i (feι feβr
β"(-iog )̂ + c Σί=ι (fci-fc,)-- ΣΪ^I1 s "-1

Hence by an argument similar to the above, we can prove the desired result.
Thus the lower estimate is obtained.
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§ 4. Application

Following N. G. Meyers [7], we shall say that a set E is (α, p)-thin at xERn if

Γ {r-dBΛfp(E n B(x, r))Yr^dr < oo.
Jo

We define the (α, p)-fine topology τα>p (see, e.g. [3]) to be the collection of all sets
HciR" such that Rn^H is (α, p)-thin at every point of H. In this section we

construct sets stated in the introduction by using the estimate of Bessel capacity

of Cantor sets.

PROPOSITION. Assume that (ϊ)Q<βq<up<n or (ii) Q<βq = ap<n and q > p
or (iii) Q<βq<ap = nor (iv) βq = v>p = n and q > p. Then there exists a generalized

Cantor set E such that (Rn^E) u {x0}
 e τβ,q^

τa,P> where x0 e E.

PROOF. We construct a Cantor set of zero /^-capacity which is not (α, p)-
thin at each of its points. In case (i), (ii) or (iii) let kj = 2 for 7^! and let ^7 =
{2-n(J+J°\j+j0)«-ί}ί/(»-β'ri for 7^0, where j'0 is so chosen that 2£j+1<£j

O'^O) and ^o^l Let £ be a symmetric generalized Cantor set constructed by

the system [{fc,.}^, {f/}jP=0]
 We have Bβ,q(

E) = ® by the Theorem, since Σ?=ι
(2»^j-*β)-ι/<«-i) = oo. Thus the set £ is (jS, ^f)-thin at every point. Next, we show

that E is not (α, p)-thin at each of its points. Let x e E. Observe that for k^ 1,

EΓ\B(x9 4)=>£n/l k / + 1), where k' is the largest integer such that nl'2£k^ek

and /JJ

k/ + 1) is the h-dimensional cube appeared in the definition of E(

n

k' + ί) which

contains the given point x. By the choice of k' we easily see that /c'^/c + C. In

the cases (i) and (ii), since En/£* ' + 1) is a symmetric generalized Cantor set

constructed by the system [{<c/}jP=ι, { f/+fc' + ι}"=o] witn fe7 = 2 O'^l), by using
the lower estimate obtained in the Theorem we have

In case (i) by the choice of &j and the fact that /c^/c'^/cH-C, we obtain

C2a

since βq < ap. Thus

Since supk(^ f c/^ f c_1)<l/2 and
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aιp(E n B(x, r))} r-'dr ^ C'1 Σ?=ι {βa,P(£ Π B(

we have

£ {r-'Bα,p(£ Π B(x, r))}T-»dr = oo.

In case (ii), as above, we can prove the following inequality :

since <xp=βq<n and p < <? . Thus we have

B..χ£nfl(x,^lt))^

and hence

{r-"Ba,p(£ Π B(x, r))}°r-idr

^ c-1 Σf-i (BO.JE n B(X, wtf'.z c-1 Σ?-X

In case (iii) similar arguments give

βαιp(£ Π B(x, 4)) ̂  C-'/c1-".

Since limt->00(^_1/4)=2"/<n-"«>>l, we have

βα,p(EnB(x, r))}«r-»dr

The case (iv). Let k}=2 for ^ 1 and let ̂  =exp {-(j+j0)-1

for j^O, where j0 (>0) is so chosen that 2£j+1<ΰj for all j^O and £0^ί.
Let £ be a symmetric generalized Cantor set constructed by the system [{fc/}™=ι,

{^j }?=o] Then BM(£)=0, because

Σ«tl2-"'/(«-1)(-log^)= oo.

Also, by arguments similar to the above we obtain

βα>p(£ n B(x, 4)) ̂  c-Hk-^*"^-1)}1-'

for every xe£. Since log(4_1/^)^C-1fc~12tπ/<β-i)) it follows that

(EθB(x, r))}«r->dr = oo.
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Therefore in each case we have constructed a Cantor set with desired properties.

Finally, take a point x0eE and set H = (Rn^E) u {x0}
 τhen HGτβ,q^

τα>p, because Bβq(E) = Q, Rn^~H = £\{x0} and £\{x0} is not (α, p)-thin at x0.
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